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REDACTED VERSION
PC18. Supply a timeline of the progression of understanding the incident from your point of view.
   In this timeline, please note:
   a) When did you first receive notice that there were issues?
      RESPONSE:
      TSYS learned that there were issues when TSYS received the first Border Gateway Protocol ("BGP") alerts.

      [Redacted]

      b) What steps did you take?
      RESPONSE:
      TSYS’s NOC called in its top engineers and started an internal troubleshooting bridge at TSYS’s engineers immediately started investigating the problems reported by PSAPs.

      [Redacted]

      c) When was CenturyLink made aware of the problems?
      RESPONSE:
      TSYS cannot be certain as to when CenturyLink first became aware of the problems, but TSYS first reached CenturyLink’s NOC to notify CenturyLink of the issue and attempt to open a trouble ticket as an example of the problem.

      [Redacted]

      d) What steps did they take to determine what failed?
      RESPONSE:
      TSYS cannot speculate as to CenturyLink’s actions.

      [Redacted]

      e) When was it clear that no calls were getting to your system?
      RESPONSE:
      It became clear to TSYS that no calls were being delivered from ESInet 1 on when TSYS received the first telephone call from a PSAP regarding the CenturyLink outage.

      [Remainder of page intentionally left blank]
f) When was it clear that the problem was in the SS7 network?
RESPONSE:
At [redacted] TSYS realized that the problem of 911 calls not coming through was due to an issue with the SS7 network.

g) When was it clear the problem was past the CenturyLink demarc?
Once TSYS realized that the problem of 911 calls not coming through in Washington was due to the SS7 network (with CenturyLink circuits), which was at [redacted] TSYS realized the problem was not due to CenturyLink ES1net 1 being down.

h) When was TNS made aware of the problems?
TSYS is not comfortable speculating as to when TNS was aware of the problem. The TSYS NOC, however, [redacted] TNS was already aware of the nationwide CenturyLink outage when TSYS first spoke with TNS.

i) What steps did they take to determine what failed?
TSYS cannot speculate as to the actions of another company.

j) When was it clear the problem was failures in the two DS-3s?
The DS-3s did not fail during the outage.
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